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PINS Standard Action Request Form

Complete the form below for each Standards Action Request. Hit ADD REQUEST to add each additional standard to your submittal

Designation of Proposed Standard | Title of Standard
---------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
BSR A300 (Part 1)-201x | Tree Care Operations - Tree, Shrub, and Other Woody Plant Management - Standard Practices (Pruning)

Project Intent | Supersedes or Affects
----------------|---------------------|
Revise current ANSI A300 (Part 1)-2008

Project Need | Identify ISO or IEC standard to be adopted
---------------------------------|----------------------------------|
To review and incorporate changes in industry standard practices, as appropriate, since the approval of the current standard. Harmonization with related industry standards will be considered.

Identify Stakeholders | Includes text from ISO or IEC standard?
------------------------|----------------------------------|
Tree care industry, green industry, arborists, land care industry, landscape architects. | No

Scope summary

A300 (Part 1) Pruning standards provide acceptable industry performance parameters and an industry standard specification writing guide for pruning of trees, shrubs, and other woody plants. It is a guide for utilities, federal, state, municipal, and private authorities including property owners and property managers.

Consumer Product | Unit of Measure | Revised a previous PINS submittal?
-----------------|-----------------|-------------------------------|
yes | Both | no

Notes
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